Ford dana 60 parts diagram
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Spicer Dust seal fits onto inner axle shaft at housing Ford Dana 60 front to Vacuum Fitting.
Dana 60 Pinion NUT. Dana Spicer Baffle 3. Dana Spicer pinion oil slinger 4. Dana Spicer Friction
Modifier for positraction limited slip differentials 4 oz bottle. Diff Cover and Gasket. Dana Spicer
Thrust Washer for Dana 60 front spindle up to Dana Spicer Seal thrust washer for to Dana 60
front spindle. Dana Spicer Seal for Dana 60 front spindle up to Dana Spicer Spindle Bearing for
Dana 60 front spindle. Dana Spicer Rubber Seal for Dana 60 spindle fits up to Website and Web
Hosting by Online Media. In Ford F and F 4x4 models also used the Dana 60 front axles and
starting in the F and F had the Super 60 front axles. Let this guide shed some light! There are
three major variations of the Dana 60 axle used in the s to s. GMC, Chevy, and Jeep are all
basically the same. Dodge and Ford are different. Just look at the backing plate bolts. The way
the four drum backing plate bolts are arranged will tell you whether your Dana 60 axle came
from a Dodge or a Ford. Before ordering a brake kit, you want to be sure that you have a Dana
60 axle. Sometimes people believe that they have a Dana 60 axle while they really have a Dana
70 axle. The original factory axles in a Full Float Dana 60 always have 30 splines or less. If you
pull an axle shaft out of your Dana and it has 33 or 35 splines, then you probably have a Dana
However, you can usually tell if the axle shaft is original or not. You would have a hard time
installing a Ford Dana 60 axle on a Jeep, for example. The caliper mounting bracket and the
wheel bearing seals are different for each type of axle. To avoid waiting and incurring extra
shipping costs it always pays to know exactly which type of Dana 60 axle you have before
ordering any extras, like one of our Dana 60 disc brake conversion kits. Once you know what
kind of Dana axle you have, you can pick the right disc brake conversion kit for it. That means
installation will go smoothly. There are a lot of good reasons virtually all modern vehicles use
disc brakes. You can read about each benefit in more detail here. Got any questions about
examining your Dana axle or converting to disc brakes? Feel free to get in touch with us! Login
My Account View Cart. How Many Bolts are There? First, you want to the number of bolts are
holding the drum backing plate onto the axle. These axles are all exactly the same. If there are 4
bolts, then you have either a Dodge or Ford Dana 60 axle. These two axles are not identical.
Simple enough. But what about the Dodge and Ford Dana 60 axles â€” how can you tell them
apart? Dodge Or Ford Dana 60? Check The Bolt Pattern. Are the 4 bolts arranged in a perfect
square pattern? Converting to disc brakes with a Lugnut4x4 kit comes with a number of
benefits, including: Better braking performance Easier maintenance More consistent braking
Less unsprung weight Less rotational inertia There are a lot of good reasons virtually all
modern vehicles use disc brakes. Posted in Axles , How To and tagged axles , dana. The Dana
60 is an extremely popular axle due to its strength, availability, and strong aftermarket support.
They are available as front or rear axles and in standard and reverse rotation configurations so
they are an ideal platform for custom builds. They can also easily be built up for extreme
strength and to take severe abuse with chromoly axle shafts, differential lockers, heavy duty
gears, and an axle truss. While many parts are interchangeable between all Dana 60 axles, to
find the right parts for your application we first need to know if you have a front or rear axle.
Click one of the buttons above to continue. Dana 60 Axle Builder. Dana 60 Axle Overview The
Dana 60 is an extremely popular axle due to its strength, availability, and strong aftermarket
support. Gear Rotation. The Dana 60 is made in three configurations: Standard Rotation, Rear
Standard Rotation, Front Reverse Rotation, Front Reverse rotation front axles have a pinion
located above the axle centerline making them easy to identify as "high-pinion" axles. Carrier
Breaks. The Dana 60 has a 4. Spline Count. Dana 60 axles were offered with 16, 23, 30, 32, 33,
and 35 spline axle shafts, however, 30 and 35 spline models are by far the most common. Axle
shafts for the Dana 60 came in both full-floating and semi-float c-clip styles with semi-float
models being far less common and much less supported by the aftermarket. Dana Super Most
modern Ford Super Duty trucks feature a Dana Super 60 front axle that uses a larger 10" ring
gear and upgraded inner axle seals. Dana Super 60 ring and pinion gears will fit non-super
high-pinion front Dana 60 axles, although, some minor clearancing may be required. Some Ford
F and F trucks offered an even stronger Super 60 axle with an extra wide housing, u-joints, and
10 lug hubs. Axle Specifications. Front: lbs. All Rights Reserved. Like our Facebook page and
follow us on Instagram for access to specials and discount codes! Join Our Mailing List. Built
with Volusion. Axle Details The Dana 60 axle has been around for decades and can be found
under a majority of Ford, GM, Chrysler, and Dodge full-size and commercial trucks. Their overall
strength, plentiful availability, heavy duty housing, strong knuckles, and unsurpassed

aftermarket support make the Dana 60 one of the automotive industry's most popular axles.
Dana 60 axles come in high-pinion front and rear configurations and they can be identified by
their 10 diff cover bolts, hexagon shaped diff cover, and a fill plug on the axle center line. Be
careful though, the D60 looks very similar to the D44 except the oil fill plug is elevated to
provide more fluid for the larger gears and is identical to the D50 identified by a "" cast into the
carrier housing. Note: Dana 60 gears do not fit Dana 61 axles. Crown Race Gears are forged,
precision CNC cut, two stage shot peened, cryogenically treated, and REM ISF Superfinished to
be the toughest, most efficient, and longest lasting race-grade ring and pinion gears available
today. Lifetime warranty and 5-year renewable race use warranty. Dana 60 OX Locker 30 Spline
4. OX Lockers have a unique cable shifted locking mechanism that makes them extremely
tough, durable, reliable, and easy to use. A heavy duty differential cover is included and the
mechanical or air operated shifters sold separately make for an easy installation in any vehicle.
ARB Air Lockers use compressed air to engage and disengage their internal locking mechanism
at the simple flip of a switch. Eaton E-Lockers use a proprietary electromagnetic locking
mechanism to switch between an open carrier and a fully locked differential. They are
specifically designed for use in 4x4 vehicles and feature heavy duty components for maximum
durability and reliability. Detroit Truetrac Lockers are maintenance free, fully mechanical,
Torsen style limited slip differentials with helical gears instead of clutch packs which wear out
over time to provide constant torque to both wheels while still allowing for smooth turns on
pavement. Dana 60 Detroit Locker 30 Spline 4. Dana 60 Yukon Zip Locker 30 Spline 4. Yukon Zip
Lockers are competition grade, air-operated, selectable lockers built to handle the abuses of
off-road racing while feeling right at home on the street or drag strip. They are assembled in the
USA and backed by Yukon's industry leading 2 year warranty. Yukon Competition-Spec Zip
Lockers are air-operated, selectable lockers built to handle the abuses of off-road racing.
Defaults to the locked position, not for street use. Dana 60 Yukon Grizzly Locker 30 Spline 4.
Assembled in the USA and backed by Yukon's industry leading 1 year warranty. Dana 60 Yukon
Grizzly Locker 35 Spline 4. Dana 60 Yukon Grizzly Locker 40 Spline 4. Dana 60 Spartan Locker
30 Spline. Spartan Lockers are ratchet style lockers that replace the spider gears in your stock
differential to provide traction to both wheels when it is needed most. They are affordable, don't
require removing the carrier for installation, and are covered by a one year warranty. Dana 60
Spartan Locker 35 Spline. Dana 60 Yukon Full Spool 30 Spline 4. Yukon Performance Spools are
made of the highest quality materials and are the ultimate traction aid for full size trucks, high
horsepower applications, and off-road racing. They are designed to replace your entire
differential carrier and are backed by a 1 year warranty. Don't see the particular axle or
drivetrain parts you need? We carry more products and brands than we can make available on
this website so give us a call or send us an email and chances are we can get what you need at
a great price. This article is intended to collect together technical info and practical hands-on
data about the venerable Dana 60 front axle. It is not a how-to article, but more a collection of
information and facts. With an article of this scope, it is very difficult to personally verify all the
information or ensure complete accuracy, but I have attempted to be as complete and accurate
as possible. Keep in mind that nothing in the axle world is cast in stone, variations are always
possible. I do not recommend nor endorse any of the modifications shown in this article, the
information is provided for personal information purposes only. I am not an Engineer,
metallurgist, or mechanic - I have absolutely no professional qualifications whatsoever in this
regard - I have simply collected information from others. Use of any of the information
contained herein is at your own risk. It is therefore your responsibility to maintain safety in and
around your vehicle at all times. It is likely that some procedures featured here may void your
vehicle's or parts thereof warranty. The article's author, nor anyone related to this web page,
cannot be held responsible for any damage, failure, or violations of the law, that might result
from from the use of any information contained on this page, or linked to on this page. In
particular I do not recommend the grinding of brake callipers, nor the conversion of dual rear
wheel DRW hubs to single rear wheel SRW hubs, as these components were never designed to
be modified and used in this manner. There is no way all this information could have been
compiled without the help of a great number of people. I harvested the information from about
from knowledgeable wheelers, manufacturer's web sites, and the personal experience of my
club mates and I. If you notice pictures or large portions of text that are yours and you would
like specific credit, let me know. Also, if I have used pictures of yours that you object to, please
let me know so that I can remove them. With that said, I must give thanks to the following list of
folks, although the list is by no means complete:. Extra special thanks to Steve Gerstner of
Differential Engineering for taking the time to call me personally, all the way from Florida, to
correct many of my mistakes and to share a little of his vast knowledge. Steve is one of, if not
the, premier custom axle builder in North America. He has personally handled over Dana60 front

axles The following documents located on our server provide additional information and data
on the Front Dana Dana Spicer light Axle service manual. Dana 60 Service Manual. The Dana 60
front axle is a heavy-duty 4wd front steering axle manufactured by Dana Spicer corporation. The
most desirable axles for heavy duty 4x4 use in stock form have open kingpin knuckles, 35
spline inner axles, 30 spline outer axles stub shafts , and disc brakes. Later model Ford high
pinion HP Dana 60s with balljoints instead of kingpins are also desirable axles, though many
prefer the kingpin knuckles over the balljoints. The undesirable front Dana 60 axles will not be
covered by this article, and include:. Any other closed knuckle Dana 60, like those from a Jeep
M that had coarse spline axles. All these Dodge versions were passenger side differential,
regular rotation low pinion gears, disc brakes, 35 spline inners, 30 spline outers, and kingpin
knuckles. The external lockout hub bolt pattern is 8 x 3. The versions had internal style hubs
just like the Chevy and lockout hubs. One caution with dodge applications, is you have to be
careful to avoid the Dana 61 front axle. More info on the Dana 61 later in the article. All these
Ford versions were drivers side differential, reverse-cut high pinion gears, and kingpin knuckles
to Most Ford D60s are internal style hubs, but external type lockout versions do exist. This
paragraph is just a quick summary of the most notable differences, more detailed info is spread
throughout the article in the dimensions table, parts interchange table, etc. Differences do exist,
and some are:. Tie rod end taper is the same for all Chavy, Dodge up to 93, and Ford. Most SRW
Dodge are 67" wide, although some are reportedly 69" wide too. Dodge D60s from the CTD
years ish to 93 have 1. They include. The same table is also available in Microsoft Excell
spreadsheet format. The BOM is stamped on the axle housing tube as indicated in the picture
below. Unfortunately, they are not stamped very deeply, and in harsh winter climates are often
illegible after many years. In some cases, the BOM is also stamped on the outer circumference
of the ring gear. The wms, spring pad span, and spring pad width are subject to error and
variations. The easiest way to tell a D60 from a D44 is the diameter of the hub. Lug pattern alone
is insufficient as there were 8 lug D44s. Continuous: Lbs. Ring Gear dia. Pinion Splines: 1.
When aftermarket vendors started making gears lower than 4. So if you bought aftermarket 5.
Now - if you buy an aftermarket carrier i. The problem you might run into, is this:. You buy
aftermarket gears first - lower than 4. Then you buy a locker by ratio, not make and model, and
naturally you'd think "I have 5. The carrier break is 4. I don't know if Spicer is the only
manufacturer offering thin RC60 gears - but the bottom line is - when dealing with an RC60, you
do have to match your carrier and gear set. For a 3 series carrier 4. For a 4 series carrier 4. This
info can be extremely useful when figuring out what parts can and cannot be used on an axle or
custom project. This is usually because either a manufacturer uses their own part, own part
number, or the information is no longer available. In the same vein, you can use information in
the chart to infer facts, even though they are not presented as such. For example, Dana does
not list the same part number for Chevy and Dodge diff covers. However, using the chart we can
see that the diff cover gaskets and even the cover bolts interchange, so from that, and knowing
they are both standard cut low pinion Dana 60s, we can pretty safely infer that the covers do
interchange. Other sections of this article lists parts that are commonly know to interchange
between axles. E is the outside dimension across the joint from cap to cap. R is the diameter of
the machined seal surface. Q is the length though the hole, and while not absolutely critical
should be close o as to allow proper pinion nut tightening. S is the total "length" of the yoke,
and as such, assuming Q is close, will affect driveshaft length slightly. Bold text in the table
indicates factory application, according to Drive Train Specialists. Anything over 5. Dana
Trac-lok 4. The part numbers are the same for the whole run ''91 , but around '80, they changed
to the bigger shafts. They were gradually phased in over a few years. In order to upgrade an
older "neck down" shaft to the larger models, one need only order the standard stock part
number or application, and, assuming your supplier doesn't have any really old stock, you
should get the larger shafts. This is true for all 3 - Chevy, Dodge, and Ford. For comparison, A
Dana 44 19 spline stub measure 1. To use them in a Dodge D60 with external hubs, the only trick
is sourcing or fabbing a 35 spline external lockout or drive flange more on these later too. They
can work in a Ford d60 too - more on this later. The stub axle is used in Dana 70BF front axles
assemblies. These axles are the open knuckle style Dana 70 front. The Dana 70 BF front axle is
an "off-highway equipment" axle also used in forklifts, pavers, tow motors, etc. Only the old
style closed knuckle 70's had lockouts and they used an external style hub. Warn makes 35
spline lockouts for the internal style hub Stock Dana Spicer Axleshaft specs:. Moser
Engineering make an alloy 35 spline D60 front axle inner or outer, in the Ford or Chevy
configuration. It's made out of the same material as their race axles M, induction hardened and
does not have any taper the full length. They are making them with the option of 30 or 35 spline
outers. They come with no warranty. Inner shafts are available in 35 spline, while the outer
shafts are available in both 30 and 35 spline. The newest Moser Engineering indestructible axles

ship in just two-days from the order date. These are not aftermarket alloy or chrome-moly axles,
but stock Spicer alloy. They are supposed to be developing an aftermarket alloy shaft, but it is
not yet available. Standard Dana axles steel, induction hardened 30 sp 1. Aftermarket steel, thru
hardened 30sp 1. It is the same size as a series x , but uses external snap-rings for retention like
a driveshaft ujoint. Assuming correct match with splines on stub shaft, all will interchange
between Ford, Chevy, and Dodge Internal style hubs. The blocker ring and set screw are mods
specifically for the intended rear axle application. Most rear axles are bent and this creates a
circular motion on the end of the shaft as the axle spins and this circular motion tends to unlock
locking hubs by pushing the gear out against the spring pressure. On a front end, any
misalignment is taken up by the spindle bearing fit and the locking hub clearances, plus its got
a ujoint between the tube and spindle so the spring pressure on the gear is enough to keep it
engaged. The blocker ring makes a solid stop for the rear hub gear to hit against and keep it
from coming unlocked. For a front axle, the blocker ring is not necessary, and neither is the set
screw. The blocker ring makes it difficult to lock the hubs because you have to rock or move the
vehicle so the splines line up. Since this is such a pain, we removed the blocker ring so the
hubs work just like normal hubs. The set screw is in there for the same reason, just to keep the
dial from rotating and unlocking. Instead of having a "click" when you turn them to lock or free,
there's nothing. The allen wrench and set screw is used to keep the hubs in the selected
position. The set screw is also a pain but some guys like the screw since it makes it harder for
someone to mess with the hubs. You'll have to trim the spring short enough that it allows the
BB to slide out of the detent within the hub. Warn's two pieces not including snap rings. New 35
Spline drive gears available from Polyperformance. Knoll Racing North Ave. For one complete
front axle you need four lock-nut , two lock washer , two flat washer. These are Dana patr
numbers. Note: There are 4 and 6 slot locking nuts available - and they appear to use the same
part numbers. Not also the different lock-washer methods, one has the holes that index onto a
pin on the lock nut 4 slot nut style - lower pic. The other has the "bend over" tabs - although
they both appear to share the same Dana part number. Snap Rings for use with 35 spline stub
shafts: Industry or a Dynaline , 1. The following pics show some of the parts in greater detail,
with the numbers from the exploded diagram in blue. Pics courtesy of Shaker. Earlier version
uses a lockring with tabs that bend over the spindle nuts. The later version has a nipple on the
inner spindle nut that fits into a lockring and another spindle nut to secure it pictured. NOTE:
This section is included because so many people ask about it. The problem with the
"homebrew" machined version illustrated below, is that the small inner tabs on the DRW rotor
were never designed to carry the entire weight of the vehicle - only to handle the rotational force
on the brake rotor. I would certainly not recommend this procedure for use on a vehicle that will
ever see street duty. This makes the DRW axle " wider on each side. This was done to more
closely match the width of the DRW rear axle, and to allow the DRW trucks to carry a single
spare tire mounted on the largely dished "budd" style DRW wheel. Aftermarket wheels may not
be an issue if they have larger center holes. Machine the hub down enough for the wheel center
to fit over if required depends on wheels used. Not much needs to be removed, and there is
plenty of meat there, so it should not cause a problem. Re-drill the holes where the rotor bolted
to the bearing hub to fit the lug studs. Assuming Chevy It is impossible to re-tap the internal
threads in the DRW hub to fine thread, so the holes are generally drilled out for press in studs.
Machine the wheel mounting surface of the DRw hub rotor mounting tabs. You need to have this
surface machined flat because it is flame cut and likely not flat. Also, you may want to the wheel
centering ring cut into this surface. If you do, just duplicate the ring from the original DRW hub
outer wheel mounting surface. Some guys do this, some don't. Drill the hub holes out to accept
the studs. The studs go through the rotor and spline into the hub. It is very important that the
hole be drilled to the right size for the stud. OK in a light weight trail-only rig - but not
recommended for a street driven vehicle. Again - since the mounted wheel clamps to this
custom spacer, once assembled, the entire weight and rotational force of the front end is
supported by those welds. Not recommended for street vehicle. Basically when they list studs,
they list the thread and pitch of the studs i. Dorman part - - fits Chevy trucks. It is identical in
most measurements including thread to the , except that it is somewhat longer and has a knurl
of. In actuality, the ones I measured never mic'd to more than. They also sell another wheel
stud, BRP, which is exactly the same, but 3. The shorter stud worked fine in my application, but
some people may want more stud sticking out. Standard class V interference fit tight semi-perm. Given this, and the fact that the measurement of the knurl will be the major diameter
of the splines, I would shoot for a 15 thou undersize hole. Given the measured knurl size of.
However, because of the design of the D60 the pinion head could not be made big enough to
achieve a higher ratio. Hence, the birth of the Dana 61, which has a different casting that moves
the pinion over 0. The Dana 61 also uses 3. Other than that, it is very similar to the Dana The

difficulty with the Dana 61 is very limited gear and locker choices. However, you can use a
combination of ring gear spacer and thick gear set to allow the use of differentials and gear sets
intended for the Dana Slagburn reports: to run a 4. PLUS a. That's the problem, nobody makes a
full case locker for a 61, but it could be doable with a thick ring gearset AND a spacer. There are
several sources I am aware of for aftermarket outer-knuckles, illustrated below:. This is likely
true if the bolts are allowed to loosen, but shouldn't be too much of an issue if they are kept
religiously tight - which in itself can be a PITA and therefore a drawback. Other drawbacks to
the external style lockouts are:. I took the Dodge spindles to the lathe and turned them into Ford
spindles. The Dodge calipers stands and calipers same as Chevy line up fine on the Ford rotors.
Basically, you have the pattern. Take the Chevy spindles and use the Ford spindles as your
pattern for your lathe work. Base all the measurements off the inner wheel bearing surface. The
difference is where the outer wheel bearing resides. All NIB Spicer replacements. They are
vintage ' Well, I picked up a pair of inners off eBay last night I paid for a single wheel, king pin rc
d Ball-joint or King-pin price didn't really seem to change. I've seen them for less and more. It all
depends on how patient you are and how far you're willing to drive to get it. In my junkyard
searches I have found late model Ford D60 fronts range from OK, here is a run down of how
things "usually "break: if running the taper-down 35 spline inners with stock 30 spline outers
the inner will break where it tapers down or the stub will break at about the same time. When the
stub breaks it will usually ruin the lockout and it can break the spindle split the spindle or cause
the spindle to swell. If running "big style" inners with the stock 30 spline stub axle then the
stock 30 spline outer axleshaft or lock out will go. If running big inner with 35 spline Dana 70
outer then the U-joint or 35 spline lock out will pop. If the U-joint goes it will take out the ears on
both axles usually. If running big style inners with 35 spline outers with 35 spline drive flanges
then the U-joint will break. Of course a driveshaft joint could break before some of this stuff
depending on what size joints you are running. Hope this helps. Remember this is not written in
stone, but just observations from 8 years of running a 60 front. Also stripped splines in rotor.
Also a couple sets of Spicer hub gears. I was twisting off the splines on my 30 spline stubs and
just upgraded to 35 splines. I shattered one cryoed 30 spline stub axle in an ARCA comp and a
35 spline inner at the yoke first run out with 35 outers in a situation that would have broken just
about anything. All in 2 years. The front HP 60 I haven't had in that long. I have broken one
lockout. I have a friend that has busted 3 30 spline stubs in the front and 2 35 spline rear axles.
A good friend of mine has been taking out stock stub axles, 2 inner, every year now. Every time
I saw the stub axle break it always killed the lockout on the way out. From my experience tack
welding full snap rings or welding the cap completely as you have thought of already really
seem to have very little benefit if any with the 60 front joints. I have broken several joints spicer
x joints which also ruined the ears on the axleshafts in the form of stretching them, completely
tearing them off or breaking the side of them. Actually I had one joint explode the inner and
outer ears without ripping them off so much that it wedged the innershaft into the outer axle and
would still pull. In the end the trunion is what I have always broke at the base of the cross which
then destroyed the ears. I have tried all the above options and still broke them in the same
place. If you run the CTM joint the ears will shear right off and eject the joint out of the knuckle.
Ford Dana 60 knuckles, from to will fit, but the taper for the tie rod is the next size smaller. You
could also machine a spacer that spaces the spindle out from the knuckle. Knuckles out. Chevy
King-pin. Differential Engineering in FL. The kit also uses Spicer Chevy length 35 spline outers.
To make up for the different length of the outers, they cut. Then the inner bearing race is
replaced with part number S that spaces the hub and rotor out aprox. The s is the Timken
number for the Dana60 carrier bearing race. If you need an application to quote to the
counter-man, you can go to The Ford stub axle, hub and spindle are. If you do cut it down then I
don't know if you will run out of spline before the slug bottoms out or if it is enough
engagement to be a real upgrade. One other problem with cutting off the end is loosing the snap
ring groove that holds the V-seal up tight against the back side of the spindle to keep out most
of the water. On this stub modification, we have be doing this for five years, remove. This stubs
and locking hubs have be through hell, 8, lbs. Steve, Differential Eng. I will second what Steve
said On the Dana front the snap ring is very important on the stub axle. The stub must be
retained from end play, it keeps the dust boot pulled up to keep the mud and water out and
protect the thrust washer. The axle can not move back, if it dose the "U" joint will be out of
alignment with the upper and lower joint of the steering knuckle, this alignment must be
maintained when the steering knuckle is turned with the axle turning. I know I have also run the
Dana 60 without clip with drive slugs and have had good success. But I still prefer using the
snap rings. I went to the 35 spline when I upgraded tire size to 42's! I was not worried when I
only had 38's but I would not even think about anything other than 35 spline with any larger
tires. The lockout should go first but I have not had a failure yet! If you are running a GM 60 all

you have to do is buy 2 Dana 70 stubs and the lockouts. If you are running the 35 spline outers
with newer "big style" inners which don't taper down then usually the lock out will be the weak
link a fairly weak link at that. If you have those old taper down style inners then they will break
before the joint; but, may not go before the lockout. The best set-up for myself is to run drive
flanges with 35 spline outers combined with the "big style" inners that don't taper down. Then
the U-joint is the weak link and breaks are much farther apart. I have busted a few of the U-joints
while running 35 spline outers with horsepower and 44 inch tires. The Dynatrac caliper bracket
is of nearly no use to you. You might want to check with JB's 4x4. I clear 15" wheels. You will
have to machine your wheel hubs outside to 4. Caliper brackets are the same. Rotors are too
with the exception that the SRW wheel rotors have a larger hole in them for the lug studs'
shoulder. Drill them to match and they will be identical. I know there is a special tool for this, but
don't have a clue where to get one at. King pin removal the farmer way. Drag torch to project If
you're set on removing it, I've heard that it's often necessary to apply LOTS of heat to the
knuckle with a rosebud. This will get the screw VERY hot. Okay, I'm sure one of those ways will
remove the pin Add a breaker bar and a little heat and no way the king pin will stay put. Here's
the "special tool" that I use several times a month for quite a few years now. Get a long approx.
Put a lot of pressure on it and smack the axle with a brass hammer right next to the threads a
few times, pops them loose every time for me without heat. I think it's because it has a lot to do
with not only exactly what type of brakes and calipers are used and how much backspacing bs
the wheel has, but also the design profile of the rim, so even 2 rigs with the same brakes and bs
may require different amounts of grinding on the calipers. I run 15x10 wheels, with 3" bs. Just a
little clearance grinding on the caliper is all you need. I've got a D60 front that I just put 15x8 8
lug wheels with 4" back spacing on. I am running a front D60 with 15" I recently bought a D60
from an F plow truck 79 I think. It has two piston calipers had Is there a caliper that will bolt up
single piston is ok or am I going to have to fab some mounts? You can grind Chevy calipers and
fit 15 inch wheels. The D60 front calipers and brackets are very beefy. How much you grind
depends on what offset wheels you run. Steel beadlocks 3 inch backspacing and mine fits over
8 lug 92 F rotor's and calipers with a little grinding to the outside. When I say "little", I put the
wheel on then spun it, heard the rubbing then pulled the wheel and broke out the grinder and
shaved a little using a sanding disc to the metal backing of the brake pad that came outside the
caliper. No rubbing! Went to the other side and did the same. I spent 2. And I only got one side
done!!!!! This is crazy! My question is, how much space do I need for the wheel. Right now I
have very little, but the wheel doesn't scrape anywhere. Is getting a pebble caught between the
caliper and the wheels and destroying my wheel a real danger? Just following up with some pic
like someone asked for. Here is one side almost finished. I had to do a little more grinding after
this, but not much. Both sides look like the pics below. I Ground mine for the same reason. I say
there is no danger at all with running little clearance. In fact, since I did not want to grind any
more than I had to one of the wheels even rubbed a little and still no trouble. Go with it. My 15's
with 2. I have about 3. I have the Ford dual piston calipers. I used the calipers from an '82 front
instead of '79 the year of my axle because they are designed different and there is a lot less to
grind luckily someone told me this. With these '82 Ford calipers there really isn't that much to
grind, it just takes time to find the spots where it's touching and rubbing. Now that I have one
done I think I can probably do the other side in about 10 minutes. It is only raised at the ends
and that receives a bit of grinding to fit. These calipers can be seen on TTB Fords with dual
piston calipers. I went to the store today and compared an 82' Dana 60 caliper to my 79'
calipers. I noticed they were the right size to fit the slide groves but there were some cast
nipples on the 82' that would not allow the caliper to fit. I think Ford used 3 different mounting
setups for the twin piston calipers. Mines a 92 and uses little wedges with rubber in the center,
and then the newest style that is held on with 2 bolts. I've got 4" of BS and I ground it just
enough to clear. It is very close. No problems yet. Most of the grinding was on the pads and
only used a soft wheel on the calipers. No problems thus far with anything getting trapped. GM
calipers, 4" backspacing. First side took about 2hrs Second side took 30 minutes. I used a
cut-off wheel on the grinder, and just chop-chopped the hell out of it, cleaned up with a grinding
wheel. They were still rubbing, but they'll self-clearance. Ford dual piston calipers require much
more grinding than GM. In fact, most people do not consider them a potential for 15" wheels
unless you run VERY small backspacing. The way most people do this is to use the D60 hubs
and turn them down to fit through the 5 lug rims, turn the backsides down to fit the 5 lug rotors,
and then re-drill the flanges. I converted a D60 over to 5 on 5. I used a mix of Dana 60 parts and
Dana 44 parts to get it done. All parts are Ford Dana 60, Ford half ton, or Chevy half ton.
Incorporated Dana 60 spindle pattern and Howe twin piston Chevy calipers. These were needed
for clearance at piston and knuckle. Knuckle needed slight grinding to allow free caliper
clearance. But they work awesome so worth the extra money. F wheel studs Getting the hub

and brakes machined and re-drilled was cheap. The brakes cost substantially more. I hate to say
what I paid for the caliper bracket, but if you have a buddy who is a machinist you could
probable replicate for a lot less. Well worth the extra over standard calipers in my opinion. I tack
welded the stud to keep it straight. OD of the hub turned down, back side of the hub matched to
F rotors. I had a tracing of Dynatrac's bracket. Transferred the spindle bolt pattern. No problem
with 15" wheels. Took a lot of figuring and measuring, but came out great and pretty cheap. I
have a good connection for machine work, but really nothing too sophisticated. BTW, Sunray
will do this conversion with your parts. They are running no spindle bearings, you do end up
trimming a little off the spline end of the outer shaft, cause its to long, but it all goes together,
and the only thing the people running it have broken is a hub. I've heard of this set-up before,
never seen it though. What he does is make a spacer, bore out a big bearing D44 spindle till the
bearing fits, adapts D60 lockout hub internals into a D44 lock-out. I don't see why not, you just
re-drill the hub to 6 on 5. As for the wheels themselves, on mid 80's thru mid 90's, a Chevy
wheel has a smaller center-hole in the rim. So, the Chevy rim will not interchange between
Dodge and Chevy. I think Dodge is the same as Chevy. Dodge and Ford rims have the bigger
holes to fit over the rear Dana axles, where the Chevy rim hole is smaller since the GM 14Bolt
rear axle hub is smaller in dia. If this is a Ford Super Duty style 50 they are ball joint, they use
the 60 size ujoints, they have a 9" ring gear so 44 stuff does not work, and they do have the 8 on
mm pattern so you would need to change that to 6. The have gears for them up to 4. This is one
of those 'ask people, get different opinions" kind of questions. I'll leave it to you to sort through
it and decide what you think is best. Personally, all my side and spider gears are welded to each
other and the carrier. Gears to gears and gears to carrier is the way I have seen hold. I like to get
some real beef in there. In the old days before Everybody had a MIG we would throw some nuts
and bolts in the weld area and burn them in for additional filler. I prefer not to weld to the
casting of the carrier, but I know people who have done it without problems. If you have a DANA
axle Just in case they go locker later The first time I helped a buddy weld one up, we welded it
to the carrier and ended up having to reset the gears cuz the carrier musta expanded or
something. Well I can show you a way that has been tried and tested on front 44s and for 60s or
any thing that you don't have to go in and pop out c-clips. Never has caused problems as of yet!
Everyone I've seen welded we're poor up here in the hills so that's a lot we just weld the side
gears to the carrier and then fill between the spiders and side gears where they mesh. Just weld
the spiders to the case and also to each other. Start as far in as ya can then work your way out.
Use a MIG so you can get further in to start, and weld everywhere they make contact. I've
hammered mine hard and still no cracks. Take the ring gear off clean the carrier with brake parts
cleaner or something similar. I think the best way to do it is to just weld the spider gears
together it doesn't matter if the welds crack the spider gears won't spin, this way you don't
weaken the carrier which is the part that breaks. The carrier is cast steel and you will weaken it
by welding on it unless you do a stress relief after. As far as spatter goes I think leaves a lot
less spatter than MIG, so with what I have in my garage I would use that. It is a bad idea to weld
it in the vehicle but it is a much worse idea to weld it in the vehicle with the ground clamp
attached to the housing so that the current has to be conducted through the bearings so clamp
it to a ring gear bolt or something. And like most everyone has mentioned cleanliness is next to
godliness when it comes to welding. Got about 10 years on mine Most of the Lincolns that I've
seen break were not welded to the case. In my opinion welding to the case makes the unit
stronger as a whole. Just doing the spider gears puts all your faith into the x-pin. No different
than a mini spool. I bathed the diff in solvent, and then heated it with a torch to burn off the
residual oil. I used the TIG some, it worked fine but an awfully small bead, so I decided to try the
MIG, and it worked fine BUT right after I welded where the side gears engage the spider gears
each weld had a crack? What am I doing wrong? I routed out the cracks they weren't deep and
Fused them back together with the TIG, but my confidence is gone now until I figure out what I
was doing wrong or what was set wrong with the machine - a big Miller power source with a
wire feeder mounted on top of it, using stainless wire, maybe I should change to mild steel
wire? I have MIG welded stainless to mild steel and had it crack just like you are saying. I used
stainless to arc weld my diff with no preheat and it did not crack when I welded it. I just took it
out after a summer of mud bogs and there are still no cracks anywhere. Try to make the beads
convex, concave beads are more likely to crack, also if you can lay a wider bead with a little less
penetration the bead is less likely to crack, especially below the surface. Also watch the
interpass temperature. I welded my rear diff last week for the jambo. Held up through the jambo,
but when I pulled my diff cover off to fix a hole, I saw that all my welds had broken. I cleaned out
the chunks and put it back together. Still locked up for a day or two, but now I am back to an
open diff. That is the reason you get a spool over welding. I used too big of a rod and too much
heat and I melted the gears instead of welding them. I am going to try it again with rod. It seems

to work much better. What kind of rod did you use the first time? It sounds like what you are
saying is that if you get them welded good they are just as good as a spool? I welded mine
about a month ago. I just laid weld every where. I used I peeled out on the dry pavement and it
hasn't broke yet. I welded mine front with and Jack A's rear with a Millermatic I also welded the
side gears to the carrier, and multiple passes on everything. I've got almost a year of hard
wheelin' on mine and about a month on Jack's. I've gone through 4 Birf's and it's still good. Isn't
mild steel the wrong type of metal to be using on gears high carbon steel? My method is to
clean very well, pre-heat, , multiple passes, just weld the gears. I have probably done 10 rear
ends this way clean very well, pre-heat, , multiple passes, just weld the gears and to my
knowledge none have failed. Lo Hi is made for welding high carbon steel without cracking. Here
is the recipe for welded thirds: remove third from axel clean with carb cleaner really well preheat
weld the spider gears together and to the carrier use , strong and won't break very easy, low
spatter! I welded mine all together and kept spraying everything with the anti spatter and I
ended up with very clean welds and almost no spatter. I have a taco rear in my '85 that I welded I
have a v8 and run it hard, 3rd gear burnouts etc I used miller MIG and it worked great. I didn't
even cover the splines and it was fine. If I did it again I would have put a stick in the spines and
taken off the ring gear. Just used a screw driver and popped the splatter off. Otherwise it is one
piece now. Cover them up with and grind them down clean. DO a few passes. I have been told to
use stainless. I have welded three diffs with it now and it has worked. The stainless rod is used
because it is less likely to crack. I have tried also and I know it works too. I had a friend
professional welder for 7 yrs weld one diff for me with and when I took it out months later the
welds had cracks in them. Also, I have been able to weld with stainless without preheating and
not have the welds crack when it cools. Introduction This article is intended to collect together
technical info and practical hands-on data about the venerable Dana 60 front axle. Disclaimer: I
do not recommend nor endorse any of the modifications shown in this article, the information is
provided for personal information purposes only. Acknowledgements: There is no way all this
information could have been compiled without the help of a great number of people. The 10 bolt
diff cover measuring The lockout hub on a D60 is approx 4" in diameter. The RCD60 has a high
pinion diff - notice how the pinion enters above the centerline of the axle tubes. The following
pics are of a Chevy K30 D Notice the Chevy pinion is much lower than the RC version. Chevy
outer knuckles. Note blue arrow indicates clearance for large single-piston Chevy brakes, and is
different from Ford knuckles. Chevy 6 bolt spindle. Mounting holes are NON-symetrical and the
spindle will only fit one-way. Photo courtesy Shaker. Dodge D60 with external mounted drive
flange, center dust-cap removed. Dodge D60 with external mounted locking hub. Photo courtesy
DRM. Ford 5 bolt spindle. Note non-symmetrical bolt circle. Spindle will only fit on knuckle one
way. Chevy D60, rebuilt by Boyce. Photo courtesy Boyce Equipment. Dodge DRW Front 60
external locking hub. Photo courtesy Larryboy. Specs: The following info is true of all front
Dana 60s covered by this article. To distinguish a 4. Note, the pic is of a Dodge Dana Click for
large view. For an exploded view of a Ford Dana60 click HERE : note, for these 2, the diagram
numbers in the pics do not correlate with the table below. Assembly Specifications: Item. These
particular shafts are Dodge Dana 60 shafts. Photo courtesy Wolf This pic illustrates a Dana 44
19 spline stub shaft bottom vs. Photo courtesy D Dana 60 30 spline stub left vs. Stock 30 spline
stub shaft in D60 hub. Photo courtesy Shawn Spickler. Stock 30 spline stub shaft in D60
spindle. Also available in. XLS format Who makes aftermarket alloy axles for a front Dana 60?
Here's what Moser says about their new axles: "These virtually indestructible front axles are
much stronger than stock, due in part by the induction hardened alloy steel and also the fact the
axles are beefed-up considerably around the U-joint. From their web site:. However, I have been
unable to get any confirmation of this, or seen any published numbers in any literature from
Dana Spicer. However, if we examine a pic comparing the old and the new, it seems reasonable
to assume at least some marginal increase in strength, if only due to the cold forging process
and smaller grease hole diameter. Oftem when a front Dana 60 ujoint breaks, it does so at the
base of the trunion where the hole bottom is located. It's quite likely that the smaller hole and
supposedly stronger manufacturing process will net some increase in strength in the shaft of
the trunion. The other option, and likely last word in ultimate D60 ujoint strength are the new
forged ujoints from CTM racing. Be aware that these U-joints are designed to use "full-circle"
snap rings and so will require a little machining of the ears of the yokes of stock shafts to allow
the snap-rings to fit, or the use of custom D60 front shafts designed for full circle snap rings.
These ujoints are also much stronger than stock Spicer shaft yokes. Front Dana 60 locking hub
and drive flanges: Assuming correct match with splines on stub shaft, all will interchange
between Ford, Chevy, and Dodge Internal style hubs. They will go for about bucks for the pair.
The Warn hubs are actually made for the 9" or D60 full float rear kit. Unconfirmed, listed as
"Flange Mount Hublock 30 spline". Warn 35 spline locking hubs specifically for 35 spline D60

front axles. PN Drive gears are made from and then heat treated. Black oxide with wax coating
finish for corrosion resistance. Replaces existing 35 spline locking hub or drive gear assembly.
Front D60 part numbers: Miscellaneous D60 part numbers. Spindle-nut part numbers and
sources:. Reider racing For one complete front axle you need four lock-nut , two lock washer ,
two flat washer. Front D60 Kingpin rebuild: Commonly required kingpin rebuild part numbers,
exploded diagram, and pics. DRW hub removed. Machine off the outer wheel mounting flange
Machine the hub down enough for the wheel center to fit over if required depends on wheels
used. Pic courtesy ColoradoK5's Beater If you have a set of good DRW rotors, I would drill them
out - if you are going to buy new ones, I would just buy the SRW rotors Drill the hub holes out to
accept the studs. Photo courtesy Patooyee. Same hub as above - side view. A note on studs:
Basically when they list studs, they list the thread and pitch of the studs i. Front Dana 60 FAQ
Information gathered over several years from various websites, bulletin boards, forums, and
e-mail lists. What's the deal with the Dana 61? The heavy tube fork was used on the snow plow
dodge dana 60 front for several years, it was used on the ford bottom load dana 60 front in '76
and ' The dana 70 open knuckle front used this same forging but was bored for the 3. Just for
fun - here's a pic of the end forging that Steve Gerstner is using in a front Dana 80 project made from 6" plate! Which outer-knuckle is strongest? Are there any aftermarket outer knuckle
options to address these weaknesses? Another is a fellow who goes by the name of Welderboy.
Why do so many prefer internal to external lockout hubs? How do you replace the lower kingpin
bearing? It all depends on how patient you are and how far you're willing to drive to get it In my
junkyard searches I have found late model Ford D60 fronts range from W ho has the lowest
price for 35 spline Dana 60 stub axles? Saw two sets yesterday on e bay. All in 2 years The front
HP 60 I haven't had in that long. I've busted one ujoint I have a friend that has busted 3 30 spline
stubs in the front and 2 35 spline rear axles. Should I tack-weld my Ujoint caps to the ears of the
shafts? What components do I need to change a stock 30 spline Ford Dana 60 king pin front
circa to 35 spline stub shafts? Do I have to run the snap-ring in the end of the stub shaft? What
are the pros and cons for upgrading to 35 spline outer stub shaft for a Dana60? If you are
sticking with 8 on 6. On a Ford 60 front all the Dana 44 stuff from a Ford will bolt onto the Ford If
you are going to a 5 or 6 lug bolt pattern: You will have to machine your wheel hubs outside to
4. How do I remove the kingpin? How do I mount a 15in. I Did the same
ford 4 speed manual transmission for sale
2010 ford expedition blower motor not working
p class cruiser
thing and ran a 8" wheel I've got a D60 front that I just put 15x8 8 lug wheels with 4" back
spacing on. I have Ford Dual Piston calipers and run 15x10 3 inch backspacing with minimal
grinding I recently bought a D60 from an F plow truck 79 I think. How much you grind depends
on what offset wheels you run Steel beadlocks 3 inch backspacing and mine fits over 8 lug 92 F
rotor's and calipers with a little grinding to the outside. Go with it 2 inch backspacing, no
grinding My 15's with 2. I was originally told about this switch by Steve at "Differential
Engineering" in Winter Haven, FL I went to the store today and compared an 82' Dana 60 caliper
to my 79' calipers. Photo courtesy MR4WD. How do I convert a Front Dana 60 to 5x5. You guys
think that this would work with a 6 on 5. Are all truck 8 lug patterns the same? What's the deal
with the Ford solid-axle Dana 50? How do I weld up my diff for a "Lincoln locker"? I use E I have
been told to use stainless. Total: Get a GoStats hit counter.

